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FRIE§H

Our company was founded in 1992 and

. employs 70 qualified people, including many graduate engineers.

. has an installed production capacity for 500 sets per year.

. is represented by partners or sales agents in all continents.

. is certified according to ISO 9001: 2015 and AEO. ,

This assures our customers that we manufacture products and services of consistently good quality.

FRIESE-developments:

1995 CCS I and THERMOGROOVES

1996 ROCKWELLE tungsten carbide coating
1 998 Profi le optimization ROCKPROFI LE

1999 CCS il
2001 ROCKWELLE improved coatings, sprayed in-house

2005 ROCKWELLE coating as smooth as chrome

2006 Rolls for cold corrugating single facers

2009 Totally welded peripherally heated big size rolls
2011 Steam joints for peripheral heated rolls
2015 5th Waldrich grinder for 500 set capacity

2017 deep hole drilling equipment to complete process in house

FRIESE stands for innovation, quality and reliability re-
garding the production from corrugating rolls at all our
partners and our customers. We are held in great esteem
worldwide in this respect.

The research and design engineers from Friese have one
thing in mind when finding technological solutions and
that is to meet customer requirements. Better running
rolls which reduce productions costs and produce better
quality corrugated board are amongst the advantages
which Friese customers appreciate today. ln order to en-
sure that customers continue to benefit, Friese attaches
the greatest importance to highest precision, using high-
quality materials, latest manufacturing processes and
strict quality controls. This along with continuous further
developments guarantees that working with Friese rolls is

definitely worth your while.
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corcugating rolls

lnduction hardening

Corrugating roll grinding machine

FRIESE manufactures new corrugating rolls for all types of single
facer and refurbishes worn rolls, using a fully integrated manu_
facturing procedure. That means the complete corrugating roll
production - starting from the forged steel bars through to the
application and special polishing of the tungsten carbide coating
- is done at our workshop.

For the hardening procedure we use induction hardening as well
as nitriding.

FRIESE corrugating rolls are ground on the most modern grin_
ding machines available. Due to the high precision of our CNC
corrugating roll grinding machines the roundness tolerance is 20
microns.

ln addition to corrugating rolls we produce press rolls, glue rolls,
rotary joints and cartridges. Furthermore we do single facer con_
versions from finger to vacuum system.

ln support of our customers we offer a range of services rike ro,
installations, check-up measurements and all kind of specialized
analysis work concerning the good performance of the rolls and
single facers.
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Our main product isthe corrugating roll. ln 1996 FRIESE introduced in Eu-

rope corrugating rolls coated with a special coating of tungsten carbide,

which we call ROCKWELLE. Nowadays different coating qualities and sur-

face smoothness are offered under "tungsten carbide coating". But their

spraying technique, coating composition and quality assurance measures

are very different. Our ROCKWELLE-coatings, sprayed by HVOF-process, are

known for their excellent adhesion and wear resistance.

Furthermore, we have also developed SHINEROCKWELLE, which is a result

of combining a special coating material with a multi-step polishing tech-

nique that guarantees a surface smoothness comparable to chrome-coating

(roughness Ra < 0,1 microns).

The advantages to our customers through the smoother surface of
SHINEROCKWELLE (as smooth as chrome) are significant:
. Maximum speed right at production start up

Higher board strengths due to less tension in the fluting medium

Longer roll life due to cleaner roll surface

The graph shows coating thickness and life

time of different roll surfaces. Compared to

nitride hardened and chrome plated rolls the

ROCKWELLE shows a much longer lifetime. ln

addition nearly no wear is noticeable on the

flute tips.
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1. ROCKWELLE-coating
2. Basic roll material

ROeKW§§_§_f- cobalt-matrix
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ROCKPM§FII-E

Spraying of the Rockwelle-coating

The fact that the f lute prof ile coated with ROCKWELLE

remains almost constant during long roll lifetime èna-

bles us to optimize the flute profiles significantly. Our

ROCKPROFILES are the result.

The optimized ROCKPROFILE

The starting point for profile optimization is to keep

the web tension of the fluting paper in the labyrinth

between the corrugating rolls at a minimum. This way,

better corrugating board quality and roll runnability

are reached.

The ROCKPROFILE is designed individually for each ap-

plication. Different parameters - for example, type of

single facer, paper grades, production speeds - have

to be considered. The take-up factor can be reduced

signif icantly while the same or even higher corrugating

board strength is achieved.
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Controlled
Condensate §ysten'l
and
Thermogrooves

Warping during stops
Analysis by the University of
Coburg (preheating to 180' C,

measurements 30 min. after stop)
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Our product, CCS, combined with THERMO-

GROOVES avoids the build-up of an insulating

film of condensate inside the rolls during opera-

tion. As a result there is nearly no roll warping

during stops.

Advantages of
CCS / THERMOGROOVES

better heat transfer which enables higher production

speeds and better gluing

less waste at production re-start through minimized

'banana effect'

less maintenance since readjustments of condensate

pipe are no longer necessary

Needing shorter times for heating up, peripheral

heated rolls allow faster flute changes in single

facers with cassettes. They also share many of the

advantages of rolls with CCS and Thermogrooves.{&
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Your advanta
. longer roll lifetime

. higher profile stability

. 2-5 o/o less paper consumption

o up to 5 % increased corrugating board strength

. constant production conditions on high level:

- no 'running in' of rolls after installation
- higher production speed

- constant glue application
- reduced vibrations

. lower service and maintenance costs:

- no regrinding of roll edges necessary

- no maintenance and readjustments is required at CCS
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Friese GmbH
Gewerbegebiet 3

96524 Fòritztal OT Mupperg
Germany

Tel.: +49 (36761) 577-0
Fax: +49 (36761) 577-10

e-mail: mai l@f riese-rockwel le.de
www.f ri ese-rockwel le.de
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